**Multiple Intelligences**

**The Complete MI Book**

*Dr. Spencer Kagan & Miguel Kagan (All Grades)*

If you’re looking for one book on multiple intelligences—this is it! This book is the single most comprehensive MI book available. This resource is your blueprint for matching, stretching, and celebrating your students’ multiple intelligences. Move beyond theory and make MI come alive in your classroom—this book will show you how! You will promote academic success for all your students by using fun and easy MI strategies that match how all students learn best. Stretch your students’ multiple intelligences. Help students build on their strengths to become smarter in many ways. Create a supportive learning environment in which students are appreciated for their multiple intelligences and celebrated for their uniqueness among classmates. Features over 160 MI strategies you won’t find in any other MI book. You will use these easy-to-master MI strategies to make any lesson accessible to all intelligences, while developing and celebrating the unique pattern of intelligences of each student! This is the ultimate resource for translating enthusiasm about the multiple intelligences theory into successful everyday classroom practice! 720 pages. **BKMI • $44**

**“The single most comprehensive MI book available for teachers, teacher educators, staff developers, and administrators!”**

—Christa Chapman, principal

**“It is the most teacher-friendly MI book I’ve ever seen!”**

—Lori Chandler, 11th & 12th grade teacher

**“It will be an invaluable resource. It will empower me to even greater success. Clear and extremely user-friendly.”**

—Jared Hechler, 5th-6th grade teacher

---

**Kagan Multiple Intelligences**

**Structures for Success SmartCard**

Here they are! Kagan’s best structures for developing your students’ multiple intelligences are on this tri-fold SmartCard. You’ll find strategies that develop all eight intelligences. There are 30 structures in all, each illustrated with a brief description of the structure. These structures correspond to the structures taught in the world-famous Kagan 5-Day MI Institute. A terrific, quick reference card for simple, yet powerful teaching tools to stimulate and develop your students’ many ways of being smart. Includes a dot-chart to see at a glance which structures to use to develop each intelligence. **TSM • $4**

**Multiple Intelligences Teacher’s Combo Kit**

Save when you purchase your MI materials together as a combo kit. Combo includes: 1) *Multiple Intelligences: The Complete MI Book*, 2) MI SmartCard, 3) MI CD. Regular price $63. Combo kit $54 • CMIT Save $9!

**Multiple Intelligences CD & Lyrics Packet**

Includes 30 tracks! 10 songs to celebrate the multiple intelligences, 5 bonus tracks from *Multiple Intelligences: The Complete MI Book*, and 15 music only sing-along tracks. Celebrate MI through the musical intelligence! **LCDMI • $15**

**All Kinds of Ways To Be Smart!**

*Judy Lalli (All Grades)*

Illustrated by Erin Kant

Empower children with this simple and undeniable truth: There are all kinds of ways to be smart! With rhyme and colorful illustrations, learn about eight different students and how they are each smart in very different, yet important ways: Word Smart, Logic Smart, Picture Smart, Music Smart, Nature Smart, Body Smart, Self Smart, and People Smart. Celebrate children’s multiple intelligences as they learn there are all kinds of ways to be smart! 20 pages. **BLS • $9**

---

**Call to Order 800.933.2667**

**www.KaganOnline.com/rhost**
It’s All About Engagement!

Multiple Intelligences Structures & Activities
Laurie Kagan, Illustrated by Celso Rodriguez (All Grades)
Stretch your students’ many ways of being smart! If you want to make multiple intelligences theory a reality in your classroom, here’s your activity guidebook. This book will help you make multiple intelligences come alive in your classroom. It features 10 easy-to-use, use-again structures that engage and develop your students’ multiple intelligences. Each structure has numerous fun and creative reproducible blackline activities, nearly 200 in all! Your students will be sequencing, sharing, solving problems, singing, lining up, comparing, drawing, writing, cooperating, and taking imaginative guided trips. Also includes easy-to-understand descriptions and indicators for each intelligence to share with your students. A terrific resource for teachers to help students learn in many ways, and to make learning much more engaging. 280 pages.
BKCMI • $29

Multiple Intelligences Poster Set
(All Grades)
Celebrate Multiple Intelligences! At Kagan’s Multiple Intelligences professional development events, we post MI icons on the wall to visually depict the eight intelligences. We’ve had so many participants ask, “Where can I get those posters? Are they for sale?” By popular demand, they’re now available. The MI poster set includes nine, colorful, 11” x 17” posters on durable poster paper. There’s a poster for each of the eight intelligences, plus “Many ways to be smart,” which shows all the intelligences on one poster. Use the posters to create an MI bulletin board. Place the “Picture Smart” poster over your art center. Use the posters as visual aids as you teach your students about the multiple intelligences. These posters will simultaneously brighten your classroom and validate your students’ many ways of being smart. PMI • $10

Multiple Intelligences Activity Spinner Combo Kit
Stretch your students’ intelligences in many ways with the Multiple Intelligences Spinner! Use this little gem of a spinner to give your students many windows into any topic you’re studying. Randomly selects one of eight MI activities you can use with just about any learning topic. Includes dozens more alternate MI activity ideas on the back. Great for MI learning centers, MI team projects, or MI sponge activities. These involving activities will make your classroom burst with energy as you match, stretch, and celebrate your students’ many ways of being smart! Combo includes eight spinners. Regular price $24. Combo price $16 • CMSMI Save $8!

• Individual Multiple Intelligences Activity Spinner MSMI • $3

Multiple Intelligences Transparency Slideshow
The perfect multiple intelligences training tool! Integrate the verbal, visual, and musical intelligences as you make multiple intelligences theory come alive for your participants. The best thing about this training binder is that it makes introducing or reviewing MI so easy—the slideshow virtually runs itself. Just dim the lights, put on some soothing background music, take a seat by the overhead projector, and lead your participants through the MI show—a sequenced set of 35 colorful transparencies. Your participants will delight in the visuals, learn about the many facets of each intelligence, contemplate the insightful quotes, and chuckle at the humorous MI classroom cartoons. Let Kagan do the work for you. Your participants will love it! Make this proven successful training piece a part of your training. You may also use the individual transparencies separately as you train MI. 35 colorful transparencies. NMITS • $95

Multiple Intelligences Approaches to Assessment
Solving the Assessment Conundrum
David Lazear (All Grades)
We know that students possess multiple intelligences, yet we assess them on only one. This guide outlines the multiple intelligences approach to assessment and provides hundreds of practical ideas to make restructuring the assessment process a reality. 205 pages. DLMA • $43
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